Clubs in Motion

...Moving Ourselves While Making Change….
(Bring walking shoes!)
FAWCO Region 5 in Munich
10th-12th November 2017

FRIDAY EVENING
When
17:30
18:00
19:00

What
Registration
Depart hotel for Dinner
Welcome Drink and Dinner, Club Introductions

Where
Hotel Lobby
Hotel Lobby
Der Pschorr

SATURDAY
When
9:00
9:30

12:30
TBD
14:30
14:30
18:00

What
Registration Desk Open
Meeting:
1. Welcome
2. FAWCO intro
3. FAWCO Foundation
3. Target Project update
COFFEE BREAK and FUNDRAISER
4. Club Working Session
LUNCH (self pay)
Free Afternoon or Choice of tours:
1. Altstadt Walk and Talk
2. Munich and the Third Reich
3. Lenbachhaus with Alex Koch
Dinner and Show (self pay)

Where
Peace Church

Peace Church

Café Mozart
TBD
Marienplatz
Konigsplatz
Hofbräuhaus Festsaal

SUNDAY
When
9:30 - 12:30

details TBD

13:30
6/20/17

What
Meeting
1. "Taking Steps Toward Personal Health" a panel
discussion with Monika Bock and Marisa Werner
2. Coffee break
3."De-Clutter for Health" with speaker Julie Leonard
4. Club working session
LUNCH (self pay)
FAWCO Regional in Munich

Where

Lenbachsaal @
Kuenstlerhaus

L'Osteria
3

Venues and Restaurants
Motel One Sendlinger Tor (Herzog-Wilhelm-Straße 28)
Centrally located and reasonably priced, this hotel is ideal for our regional conference. Located near
Sendlingertor, it is easily accessible from the Central Station via UBahn and from the airport via SBahn.
It also has a fabulous lobby/bar area for socializing. Room rates excluding breakfast are 79€ single and
94€ double. Breakfast is available for 9,50€. Twenty doubles and 20 singles are blocked for us under
Keyword: FAWCO Region 5
Please note: per MotelOne policy, you must email to reserve one of the blocked rooms. Reservations
made via phone or website will have the same rates if rooms are available.
Motel One München-Sendlinger Tor
Herzog-Wilhelm-Straße 28
D-80331 München
phone: +49 (89) 517 77 25-0
muenchen-sendlingertor@motel-one.com
www.motel-one.com
Peace Church (Frauenlobstraße 5)
The lower level room of the Peace Church is the location of the MIWC's monthly general and business
meetings. Welcoming and casual, it is a gathering spot certain to put everyone immediately at ease.
Künstlerhaus (Lenbachplatz 8)
Charming and bright, the Lenbachzimmer the Künstlerhaus ispart of an architectural gem. Designed in a
neo-Renaissance style by Gabriel von Seidl, the Künstlerhaus opened in 1900 as a gathering place for
Munich artists. It remains a vital arts center as well as meeting venue.
Der Pschorr (Viktualienmarkt 15)
A short walk from the hotel on the famous Viktualienmarkt, Der Pschorr is a Munich destination. We will
enjoy bio-quality Bavarian specialities in our private beer cellar. Dinner, and drinks (!) are included in the
registration fee.
Café Mozart (Pettenkoferstraße 2)
Café Mozart offers daily specials as well as unique menu choices in a casual setting. Its location between
the Peace Church and Motel One make it a good lunch spot for Saturday.
Hofbräuhaus Festsaal (Platzl 9)
A trip to Munich is incomplete without a visit to one of its most famous tourist spot. You'll see why as
we enjoy Bavarian specialties and entertainment in one of its unique dining areas.
L'Osteria am Lenbachplatz
The L'Osteria am Lenbachplatz is ideally located next to our Sunday meeting venue and offers pasta and
pizza specialties, as well as other Italian menu items, in a unique setting.
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Tour Descriptions:
Altstadt Walk and Talk
Discover Munich's Altstadt on a walking tour. Led by club members, this tour covers the highlights such
as the over-the-top Asamkirche, the beautiful Gothic Rathaus and Marienplatz, as well as some of
Munich's lesser known treasures that only insiders can reveal.
Munich and the Third Reich
Delve into Munich’s dark past and the birth of the Nazi ideology on a revealing walking tour. Led by a
knowledgeable hired guide, discover the sites that provided backdrops to Adolf Hitler and his followers
as they set about founding the Third Reich. The tour will take approximately two hours.
Lenbachhaus with Alex Koch
Combine one of Munich's favorite art galleries with one of the MIWC's favorite art guides. Lenbachhaus
houses one of Munich's iconic collections, with treasures from the Blaue Reiter artists as well as
contemporary masterpieces. Designed by Gabriel von Seidl for portraitist Franz von Lenbach, the building
itself is an architectural wonder. The tour will take approximately two hours and is limited to 20
participants.
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